It is shown that the classical controllers for dead-time systems, known as Smith predictors, provide a suitable basis for the design of optimal robust stabilizing controllers. Only in case of an unstable plant a modification of the Smith predictor is necessary. A simple first order dead-time system serves as illustrative example.
Introduction
In the late 50s O.J.M. Smith [7] , [8] proposed a controller for a process with transportation lag preventing dead-time-exited oscillations. This controller, called Smith predictor, has the unique property that the closed-loop behavior of the system with delay can be obtained via the closed-loop behavior of the delay free part. The idea of this paper is to show that controllers for dead-time systems using the approach of Curtain and Zhou [l], Curtain and Zwart [2] respectively, €or designing robustly stabilizing controllers for infinitedimensional systems can be seen as (modified) Smith predictors. Hence this H,-controllers for dead-time systems are easy to understand and easy to implement. A modification of the Smith predictor is only necessary if the original plant is unstable. In Section 2 we present some facts about a class of (irrational) transfer functions and summarize known results on robust control under additive perturbations. The classical Smith predictor is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, we define the control problem and show that the robust stabilizing controllers obtained by applying the H,-approach for dead-time systems are identical with (modified) Smith predictors. In the last section, we apply the derived results to a simple dead-time system.
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Robust Stability
Although we shall mainly concentrate on transfer functions of the type g(s)eVdT, i.e. a cascade of a rational transfer function g(s) and a pure delay e--sT with the dead-time T > 0, we shall first introduce the general class of irrational transfer functions. n o m a systemtheoretic point of view the considered class of i r r a t i o d transfer functions should form an algebra (see [2, Definition A.7.111). Moreover, we want to be able to construct feedback configurations which involve the operation of an algebraic inverse. A class of scalar irrational transfer functions that has all these properties is the Callier-Desoer class, which is the topic of this section. We begin by examining the following Banach algebra of impulse responses as discussed in [Z, Appendix A.7.41. De%nition 2.1 Let /3 be a real number. We say that f E A@) if f is zem on negative time, and has (on positive time) the representation 00 f(t) = fa(t) + C fna(t -tn),
where tn E [O,cs), fn E @; 0 = t l , tn > 0 for n 2 2, b(t -tn) represents the delta distribution centered in t,, e+fa(-) E LI(O,m) and
The algebraic properties of A(@) are inherited by the corresponding Laplace transforms and this suggests that A@), the class of Laplace transforms of A@), should be an appropriate class of p-exponentially stable irrational transfer functions. While the algebra A(@ has exactly the right properties to model a class of stable transfer functions, it has the serious drawback that not all elements in its quotient field have a coprime factorization. Since coprime factorizations play a crucial role in control synthesis of unstable transfer func- For simplicity of notation, we take P = 0 in the following definition of input-ouput stability.
By "stabiliziy a system G E B(0) by means of a con- Definition 2. 5 The feedback system ( G , K ) of Figure 
In order to prove some theorems about robust stabilization, we need to introduce some further restrictions on the class of perturbations A, allowed.
Definition 2. 7 Let G E @O 
Smith predictor
In this section, we shall introduce a controller design method for dead-time systems, known as the Smith p wdictor or Smith's control scheme, in reference to O.J.M.
Smith, who first published this method in the late 50s [7] , [8] . The fact that the model of the controlled plant is an explicit part of the controller creates a relatively easy design in familiar delay-free terms.
In the following we derive this control scheme. Let the controller in the delay-free loop of the system, given in Figure 2 , be K ( s ) .
The delay-free loop in Figure 2 has the transfer function
Taking the delay-time T into account, the transfer function over the overall system has a similar dynamical behavior and differs from H,(s)
just by delaying the system output. This is the desired -
-r i ( s ) g ( s ) e-aT
After a short computation it follows that which has the physical realization as shown in Figure 4 , and which is known as the Smith predictor. can be studied in delay-free terms. This very easy and straightforward way for designing a stable transfer function from the system input to the system output is questionable in case of inaccurate modeKing. This fact, mentioned in various books d e a l i i with contro1 engineering, e.g. Folliiger [3] , suggests to relate thii control scheme with the robust stabilizing controllers introduced in Section 2. 4 
Smith predictors as robust controllers
Before we can give the relation between robust stabiiizing controllers and the Smith predictor, we need the following result which is a simple adaptation of Lemma 2.2 of Curtain and Zhou [l] . Here we can make the two adders on the right-hand side of the figure into one, see Figure 6 . Since we want to have just G I , we take the part with G2 outside the flow diagram as in Figure 7 . However, el is not an input so this has to be changed again. Using that el = Z L~ + Kez, we see that we can change Figure 7 into Proof: Take in Lemma4.1 G(s) = g ( s ) J ( s ) , G l ( s ) =   g(s)e-sT, and G2(3) = g(s)[J(s) -e-'T] . Then 1 -k(s)g(s)[J(s) -stabilizes @1(s) =  g(s)e-6T . We see that the controller defined by (13) can be realized as in Figure 9 . Notice, that in case of a stable Motivated by this similarity to the Smith predictor, we call this controller the modified Smith predictor. We shall apply this controller to a simple (unstable) deadtime system.
First order dead-time systems
In order to illustrate the results of the previous sections, we consider an unstable dead-time system of first order. Using the results in Glover [4] , one can calculate the optimal robust controller for these systems. We shall derive this optimal robust controller using the conventional method of loop shaping. The numerical calculations for all examples in this section have been executed using MATLAB [SI. More detail can be found in Hermle [5] . The dead-time system that we consider is given by 
The Nyquist plot of (18) is shown in Figure 11 . The simplest statement for a stabilizing controller for the "auxiliary" system g(s) J is a P-controller
Since the number of unstable poles y g~ = 1, the plot of Pg(jw)J has to encircle the point (-1,jO) once in the counter-clockwise sense as w increases from -CO to 60. Then, according to the Nyquist criterion 5.1, the closed-loop configuration as shown in Figure 10 is stable. The lower bound P,,,,,, for P to provide this encirclement is easily found with (-1,jO) . In order to obtain robustness, P g ( j w ) J has to be "as far as possible" from the crucial point (-1,jO) for all w. This can be done by choosing
Pg(0)J = -2, in order to draw a circle around (-1, j0).
With this, P = 2e0-25 or for the general case 
is the optimally robust controller for the dead-time system GI (8) from equation (14).
